A quasi-modal version of the recently introduced Laguerre-Gaussian modal q-plates [Rafayelyan and Brasselet, Opt. Lett. 42, 1966 -1969 ] is proposed and implemented using femtosecond direct laser writing of space-variant nanogratings in the bulk of silica glass. The corresponding design consists of linear azimuthal modulation of the optical axis orientation and polynomial radial modulation of the retardance profile. Experimental demonstration is made for Laguerre-Gaussian modes with azimuthal indices l ¼(1, 2, 3) and radial index p ¼ 0. Such quasi-modal q-plates overcome previous limitations regarding the robustness of modality against the handedness of the incident circular polarization state. Published by AIP Publishing.
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In optics, Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes are exact solutions of the scalar paraxial Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinate system ðr; /; zÞ.
1 They are widely used in the study of light fields carrying orbital angular momentum since the pioneering work by Allen and coworkers who recognized that LG beams with azimuthal index l 2 Z carry an amount of orbital angular momentum per photon proportional to l, 2 whose jubilee has been celebrated recently in a review paper. 3 In addition, the radial structure of LG beams is associated with a radial index p 2 N that remarkably attracted much less interest although its fundamental and applied interest nowadays leaves no doubt. From a practical point of view, the realization of optical components enabling the controlled generation of LG l,p modes is a long-standing issue and we refer to Ref. 4 for a concise overview. Here, we address the experimental implementation of a recent theoretical proposal based on the use of inhomogeneous and anisotropic optical elements. 4 In Ref. 4 , it has been shown that a structural upgrade of a so-called q-plate (QP, that is a slab of uniaxial optical material with uniform birefringent phase retardation D ¼ p and azimuthally varying optical axis orientation w ¼ q/ with q half-integer) may lead to the generation of circularly polarized LG l,p optical modes from circularly polarized Gaussian beams with opposite handedness. This differs from the original QP design that corresponds to a polarizationcontrolled helical pure phase mask 5, 6 whose applied and fundamental interests in classical and quantum optics are broad. 7 More specifically, the required analytical expressions D l;p ðrÞ and w l;p ðr; /Þ for the radially modulated anisotropic properties of a QP have been derived, assuming that its extraordinary refractive index can be modulated at a fixed ordinary refractive index. 4 However, obtained theoretical profiles having p þ 1 cusps along the radial coordinate are associated with discontinuous derivative functions @D l;p ðrÞ= @r and @w l;p ðr; /Þ=@r, which do not ease the fabrication of modal QPs. Moreover, as noticed in Ref. 4 , the latter design breaks the right/left symmetry and prevents the polarization-controlled transformation LG l;p ! LG Àl,p by flipping the helicity (r ¼ 61 ! r ¼ 71) of a normally incident circularly polarized Gaussian beam owing to the relationship l ¼ 2rq. 6 We propose to get rid of above technological challenges and fundamental issues by simplifying the original design in the limit of small birefringent phase retardation. For this purpose, we consider an incident r-circularly polarized incident Gaussian beam with waist radius w 0;in located at the plane of the sample characterized by Dðr; /Þ and wðr; /Þ. Following Ref. 4 , the contra-circularly polarized output field emerging from the optical element is
Then, in the limit of small retardance, one can show that the following profiles:
where D 0 and w 0 are constants and L are the associated Laguerre polynomials, gives a LG l,p mode with waist radius w 0,out . Remarkably, obtained expressions for the birefringent phase retardation and optical axis orientation angle correspond to differentiable functions, hence smooth structuring patterns. Also, the right/left symmetry is no longer broken. This demonstrates the possibility to realize quasi-modal q-plates (QMQPs) with polarizationcontrolled azimuthal index and polarization-independent modality as long as D 0 is not too large. Quantitatively, the modal figure of merit of such QMQP is assessed by evaluating the power fraction q l;p of Àr-circularly polarized field component just at the output of the optical element that corresponds to LG l,p beam (assuming r-circularly polarized incident Gaussian beam). This is done by projecting the contra-circularly polarized output field emerging from the optical element on the LG l,p mode 
characterized by the waist radius w. Namely,
where asterisk denotes complex conjugation. Note that the dependence of the projection coefficient c l;p on w recalls that the decomposition of a paraxial light field on LG basis is not unique. 8, 9 Accordingly, the modality is evaluated as
Considering the typical case w 0;in ¼ w 0;out , we evaluate the dependence of the modality parameter on D 0 . The results are displayed in Fig. 1 . Still, in all cases, the field has a helical phase profile around an optical phase singularity of topological charge l, as shown in Fig. 1(e) . Of course, the abovementioned improved features comes at the expense of a throughput decrease as D 0 increases since only a fraction g l;p of the incident optical power is transformed into a contra-circularly polarized light field by the QMQPs, in contrast to QPs. This is gauged by evaluating the latter quantity whose expression is given by
The results are shown in Fig. 1(f 10, 11 is chosen. Induced nanogratings have an orientation that is perpendicular to the linear polarization direction of the writing beam, exhibit optical anisotropy, and behave as negative uniaxial crystals. We used a femtoLAB micro-machining system (Altechna R&D) equipped with Yb:KGW femtosecond laser PHAROS (Light Conversion), placing the glass sample on a porous stone sample holder mounted on XY positioning stage (Aerotech) and using the following fabrication parameters: 1030 nm wavelength, 800 fs pulse duration, 200 kHz repetition rate, and 2 mm/s sample translation speed. The ultrafast laser radiation was focused via an aspheric lens with a numerical aperture NA ¼ 0.15, at a distance 300 lm below the surface of the glass sample.
Experimental demonstration is made for LaguerreGaussian modes with (l;p) ¼ (1, 2, 3;0). The radially varying retardance was ensured by adjusting the pulse energy during the fabrication, between 0.6 lJ (inner part), which roughly corresponds to the threshold value above which nanogratings suddenly appear, up to 1.2 lJ (outer part). The azimuthally varying optical axis orientation was controlled by translating the sample in the XY plane along an inward spiral trajectory with the synchronous rotation of polarization using a rotating half-wave plate. Images of the structures observed between crossed linear polarizers are shown in Fig. 2 .
The qualitative visual inspection of the optical elements between crossed linear polarizers reveals on-axis deviations with respect to the designed structures, as shown in the bottom insets of Fig. 2 . On one hand, the optical axis orientation pattern is twisted over an area of $100 lm in radius possibly due to a lack of synchronization between position and polarization state of the writing pulsed beam at small radius. On the other hand, the visibility of the 2jlj-brush intensity pattern does not vanish on-axis as expected from D ! 0, which unveils unwanted retardation offset associated with the abrupt generation of nanogratings above a pulse energy threshold. More quantitative insight is obtained by birefringent microoptical characterization using Abrio imaging system. This is summarized in Fig. 3 Fig. 1(a) ] is better than that of QP [see the dashed line in Fig. 1(a) ]. The characterization of the generated shaped light beams is made by observing the intensity patterns at one Rayleigh distance (z 0 ¼ pw 2 0;in =k) from the sample and in the far field. This is done using the experimental setup shown in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a), respectively. The light source a continuous-wave Gaussian laser beam at a wavelength k ¼ 633 nm with w 0;in ¼ 1 mm, which gives z 0 ' 5 m. The results at the finite distance are displayed in Fig. 4(b) that also provides a comparison with the case of QPs fabricated with the same femtosecond laser micro-machining technology. Characteristic doughnutshaped intensity patterns are obtained in both cases. Observed splitting of high-order optical phase singularities of order jlj > 1 into jlj unit charge singularities (which is here drastically emphasized by log scale representation) is mainly due to nonideal material structuring in the central part of the elements. Still, we note that even high-quality vortex generation methods lead to splitting of higher-order vortices that are very sensitive electromagnetic structures. 12 This leads to deviation of the high-charge helical phase profile from the expected linear azimuthal dependence although the overall circulation of the phase around the center is fine. Also, the transverse spreading of the beam for QMQPs is less visible than in the case of QPs. This agrees with the simulated behavior shown in Fig.  4(c) (2) is also shown in inset. On the other hand, the far-field intensity patterns are collected by placing a lens (L) in f-f configuration with respect to the optical element and the camera [see Fig. 5(a)] . The results are shown in Fig. 5(b) and compared to simulations in Here again, the transverse beam spreading qualitatively indicates that the QMQP, even if nonideal, improves the modality of the LG beam shaping. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement, especially regarding the ability to get rid of the unwanted retardance offset of present technological approach. In particular, it would be interesting to consider the use of liquid crystal technology, which is mostly utilized for demonstrating q-plates. However, although arbitrary in-plane distribution of the optical axis orientation can be achieved at fixed retardance, 13 ,14 it appears rather challenging to have the independent local control of both the birefringent phase retardation and the in-plane liquid crystal director orientation. Summarizing, we proposed a quasi-modal approach to the concept of modal q-plates by exploring the limit of small birefringent phase retardation. Femtosecond direct laser writing of form birefringent structures in silica glass that combine space-variant properties of both the retardance and the optical axis orientation has been used to realize quasi-modal q-plates. Noteworthy the present approach preserves the spin-controlled management of topological charge of the generated optical vortex while keeping the modality unchanged, which is achieved at the expense of a reduced throughput of the modal optical element. Structural and optical characterization has been reported and we have pointed out the main technological challenges that should be addressed in order to realize better modal Laguerre-Gaussian beam shapers. LG l,0 patterns are also shown for the sake of comparison. I max is the maximal intensity of each image, and the logarithmic intensity range refers to the 4096 levels of the 12-bit camera.
